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Was your goal when you started your

business to make more money, to

contribute to your family, travel, give

charity??  I don't believe it was to fill all your

days with hard work for the purpose of finding

work to do,  It was probably to make more money

or impact.  Whatever your reason, if you want

your business to Thrive, the 3 crucial tips  below

will provide what you need to know to be more

profitable and have more time.

Many business owners are so busy working on the

things that bring in the money and because

they've been working hard and there is money in

the bank, assume that their business is doing well.  

They wait for Tax time or for their Accountant to

tell them how their business performed... often

after the year is over when preparing their taxes.

Whether you do your own bookkeeping or have

an Accountant do it for you, it is still crucial to

know these numbers and track them.

  

Knowing these 3 things will give you warning

signs so you can take fast action before it's too

late.  It will also provide you with more Freedom

with your time so you can have more Fun! 

Why did you start your
Business?



What is it?
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You must have consistent sustained profit for

survival. Not revenue at any cost or funded

by debt - that's not sustainable business 

if you are making a profit from the activities

you want to do more of those activities!

if you are not making a profit from those

activities, it’s time to fix it or stop doing those

activities. 

raise your prices

lower your costs 

a combination of both raising prices and

lowering costs. 

To have a thriving business, the first step is to

know if what you are selling is profitable.  You

must understand your Gross Profit.  Gross Profit

tells you if you are making  money from what you

are making or selling.  

Calculating your Gross Profit tells you if your

prices are too low related to how much it costs

to produce your product.  

  

If your Gross Profit is consistently too small, or

worse, running negative (meaning a Loss) your

business won't be able to survive.  The solution

could be:

Gross Profit
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the cost to make your products, 

cost to deliver the raw materials to you

cost to deliver the finished goods to customers.  

Now you understand why it's important, this is how

to calculate your Gross Profit.  

To calculate Gross Profit, take the Revenue you

earn and subtract the expenses required to make

those sales.  Only use the expenses that are

directly related to what you are selling i.e. 

Or, if you are providing a service, like a massage

therapist - you would include the lotions and oils

used, sheets etc.  That result is your Gross

Profit/Loss.

Sales - Direct Expenses = Gross Profit/Loss 

 

In addition, you want to look at this number as a

percentage - take this Gross Profit you just

calculated and divide it by the Total Revenue

number you just used.  You want the Gross Profit

percentage to be above 20% 

If these numbers are low, have no fear...  YOU

have options!!  
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Gross Profit



Why is it
important?
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To calculate Net Profit, take the Revenue you

earn and subtract ALL your expenses.

Now you include all your general and

administrative expenses in addition to your

cost of business i.e phone, rent, marketing

etc.

Net Profit tells you how profitable your overall

business is. Some people feel like if there is

money in their bank account then their business is

making money and they are ok.  Your bank

balance is not always accurate since it doesn't

account for the timing of things like expenses

you are obligated for and haven't paid yet and

doesn’t tell you if your business is operating

efficiently. 

 

If these numbers are negative (operating at a

loss) or too low, remember you have options!

You can either raise your prices, lower your

expenses or a combination of both. 

Do you see how knowing this in advance gives

you the oportunity to take action steps to

change the outcome of your business?

 

Why is this important?  A positive Net Profit

(more money after you pay you bills) allows you

to scale up your marketing, add to you team, 

 expand your business, invest in real estate...

your possibilities are endless. 
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Net Profit 



What are you
doing?
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Take the amount of money you want to earn

and divide it by the price of the product you

are selling which provides the number of sales

you need to close.  For example, if you need to

make $10,000 in a month and you are selling a

$1,000 product you need to close 10 sales in

the month to hit your target. 

Once you have established how many sales you

need to close each month or week, you will be

able to plan how many sales calls you need to

make to hit those numbers.

Run your numbers!  This is critical to having a

profitable and thriving business.  Once you know

your numbers, you can create a game plan infused

with specific intentions and strategies. 

It's important to identify why you want to make the

money and to keep a visual reminder of your why

to reference every day... especially when you are

procrastinating.  

If you don't feel like making those sales calls you

can look at the picture of what you want to do with

the money and get inspired and in action again. 

 Why do you want to make the money... to help

pay off brother's mortgage, help parents live out

their remaining years happily, take dream

vacations, trust funds for children, new wing of

hospital... ?     
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Revenue Producing Activities 



M I S S I O N
To help small service based business

owners eager to scale have THRIVING

businesses AND Freedom with their time/

more time for Fun

T H R I V E
ime - Have more Time for Fun

elp clarify who you work with and

what you are doing

evenue - More Revenue

opportunities and greater profits

dentify your goals and create plan

to achieve them

alue your boundaries

njoy your Business AND Personal

Life

A B O U T
E M P O W E R E D
W I T H  N A N C Y  
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 After decades in the corporate world as a CPA and CFO, working crazy hours, living for my

vacations, and waiting to have my great life later... I was just like you! Working so hard, trying to

get it all done, never getting ahead and thinking that was the way life was supposed to be but it

doesn't have to be stressful or overwhelming.  

I started my own business, making money doing something I loved with total freedom over my time

and had never been happier.  I have my great life now, and I help my clients create this life as

well. 

In the Corporate world, it is all about having the systems and structure to accomplish results. My

zone of genius is making difficult tasks easier and coaching in a no nonsense way to help you

achieve the results you desire. 

It is possible to take a Vacation or have time off without feeling Guilty! Let me show you how.

Now you understand the most critical numbers to Soar your Profits and Amplify your free time.  I

would love to hear what fun are you going to create and where are you going to go with that extra

money

   

Hi, I'm Nancy
Abramson,
Speaker and
Success Coach. 

Book a Complimentary 30 minute Power Call with me and see how you can make MORE MONEY

AND have MORE TIME for YOURSELF!  

Book Now: http://www.EmpoweredWithNancy.com/services
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